This work combines a theoretical study of electrical interactions between two excitable heart cells, using a variable coupling resistance, with experimental studies on isolated rabbit ventricular cells coupled with a variable coupling resistance to a passive resistance and capacitance circuit. The theoretical results show that the response of an isolated cell to an increased frequency of stimulation is strongly altered by the presence of a coupling resistance to another cell. As the coupling resistance gradually is decreased, the stimulated cell becomes able to respond successfully to more rapid stimulation, and then, at levels of coupling resistance that allow conduction between the two cells, the coupled pair of cells exhibits arrhythmic interactions not predicted by the intrinsic properties of either cell. The experimental results show that the isolated rabbit ventricular cell is extremely sensitive to even a very small electrical load, with shortening of the action potential by 50%1 with electrical coupling to a model cell (of similar input resistance and capacitance to the ventricular cell) as high as 1,000 MO, even though the action potential amplitude and current threshold are very insensitive to the electrical load. (Circulation Research 1990;67:1071-1081 B oth normal and abnormal cardiac activation patterns are produced by complex, multidimensional interactions between the spatial distributions of excitable membrane properties and intercellular coupling resistance. There has been considerable recent interest in the role of inhomogeneous spatial distributions of coupling resistance in the generation of cardiac arrhythmias.1-8 The frequency dependence of the arrhythmic phenomena in ischemic tissue suggests an involvement of the recovery properties of the cell groups. The time course of recovery of excitability is known to be closely related to the action potential duration (APD), and the APD itself is determined by the frequency of activation and by electrotonic influences.9"0 The anatomical complexity of ischemic tissue,11 however, makes it difficult to use tissue experiments to interpret which cellular properties influenced the observed electrical behavior.
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Several experimental approaches have been made to study the interactions between cardiac cells as a function of coupling resistance without the complexity of a multidimensional syncytium. Antzelevitch et al'123 studied Purkinje strands as one-dimensional systems with the central region of the strand sealed off in a compartment containing sucrose or "ischemic" Tyrode's solution. This sucrose gap technique also has been used with sinoatrial node-atrial strips '4 and small papillary muscles. 15 In all these studies, researchers observed the diverse electrical behavior that can occur with discontinuous conduction along an inexcitable or depressed region. Specific measurements of cellular properties, however, cannot be made with the sucrose gap technique, because the tissue on either side of the gap is not isopotential. Studies on isopotential cell pairs have been performed by several investigators. Veenstra and DeHaan7 used spherical aggregates of cultured chick heart cells and brought two aggregates in physical contact with each other. Over the course of several hours, electrical coupling between the two aggregates developed. Weingart and Maurer16 studied isolated cell pairs of guinea pig or rat myocytes and proposed several mechanisms for the modulation of gap junction resistances. Burt and Spray17 used isolated pairs of rat ventricular cells to study currents across single gap junction channels. One important feature of studies of junctional conductance between mamma1072 Circulation Research Vol 67, No 5, November 1990 agents (e.g., octanol or heptanol) have been shown to reversibly block gap junctional conductance,17 the effects of these agents on the individual cellular properties are not well documented. In fact, Joyner and Overholt18 have shown that although octanol increased junctional resistance at the Purkinje-ventricular muscle junction, it also affected the maximum rate of rise of the propagating action potential, which cannot be explained as a result of a purely gap junctional effect.
In this paper we present a simulation of a simple system of two cells with a variable coupling resistance as a conceptual beginning to understand how the frequency of stimulation might affect the activation pattern of the two cells. Results from our mathematical modeling show that even such a simple system can have complex interactions of stimulation frequency, APD, refractoriness, and coupling resistance. These interactions can lead to phenomena of tachycardia and periodic failure in a coupled system, which do not occur in an isopotential system with the same membrane properties. We then present an experimental model of two isolated cells that allowed us to measure the intrinsic cellular properties as well as to observe the electrical behavior that results from the interaction between the cells when they are coupled. This system allows two cells not in physical contact with each other to be electrically connected at any desired value ofjunctional resistance by means of an external circuit. This preserves our ability to discriminate the individual cellular properties from the complex electrical behavior one observes once cells are coupled.
Methods

Theoretical Methods
Our numerical methods for these simulations are simply the simultaneous solution of the Beeler and Reuter19 equations for each of two cells, using a first-order Euler integration method for the kinetic parameters (m, h, d, f, .. .) from a table look-up of the voltage dependence of the rate constants. The current flow, I, (milliamperes), between the cells is assumed to be (V1-V2)/Rc, where for each time step, V1 is the membrane potential (millivolts) of cell 1, V2 is the membrane potential (millivolts) of cell 2, and R, (ohms) is the coupling resistance between the two cells. If the respective membrane areas are A, and A2 (square centimeters), then at each time step, a current density of IJA1 is added to the current density I1 (milliampere per square centimeter) of cell 1, which is the current density as computed from the BeelerReuter (BR) model for cell 1. The membrane potential V1 is thus computed for the next time step as Vl(t+ At)=Vl(t)-[11+(IJA1)] At/C, where At is a fixed time increment (5 ,sec), and C is the specific capacitance (1 gF/cm2). Similarly, for cell 2, 1,/A2 is subtracted from 12, the current density of cell 2, so we
The stimulus protocol used was a sudden change in the basic cycle length (BCL) from 1,000 msec to some shorter BCL. In all of our simulations, cell 1 received the current stimuli as pulses of current (4 nA, approximately 25% above threshold) with a duration of 2 msec. All simulations were performed using FORTRAN on a Compaq 386/20 personal computer.
Experimental Methods
Adult rabbits of either sex weighing 1-1.5 kg were anesthetized using 50 mg/kg intravenous sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Ill.) and 1,000 units heparin. The heart was excised rapidly, and the aorta was cannulated for Langendorff perfusion and isolation of single cells according to the methods of Bendukidze et al. 20 The heart first was perfused at a rate of 4 ml/min/g with a nominally Ca2+-free Tyrode's solution of the following millimolar composition: NaCl 100, KCl 10, MgSO4 5, KH2PO4 1.2, taurine 50, dextrose 20, and HEPES 10 with pH adjusted to 7.2 using KOH. After the blood was washed from the coronary arteries, the heart then was perfused with the same Tyrode's solution containing Type I collagenase (13.3 mg/100 cm3) (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis) and Type XIV protease (Sigma, 6.6 mg/100 cm3) for 5-15 minutes. The collagenase then was washed from the heart with a high-K+/low-Cl-storage solution of the following millimolar composition: potassium glutamate 140, MgCl2 5, EGTA 11, dextrose 10, and HEPES 10 with pH adjusted to 7.4 using KOH. After perfusion of the high-K' storage solution, the left ventricle was opened and small pieces of left ventricular endocardium were cut and gently agitated in the high-K' storage solution. The isolated cells were transferred to an experimental chamber containing (mM) NaCi 148, KCI 4, CaCI2 1.8, MgCl2 0.5, NaH2PO4 0.3, dextrose 5, and HEPES 5 at pH 7.4. With a chamber volume of 2 cm3, this solution was perfused at 2 cm3/min while the solution temperature was maintained at 36-37°C.
Only those cells that were quiescent with preservation of their rod-shaped appearance were studied with relatively high-resistance patch pipettes to minimize intracellular dialysis. The electrodes were pulled from borosilicate glass and, after fire-polishing, had resistances of 4-7 MfQ when filled with the following internal solution (mM): KCI 120, Na2CrP 5, MgATP 5, EGTA 11, and HEPES 10 with pH adjusted to 7.2 using KOH. High-resistance seals were formed with the cell membrane using light suction, which then was followed by disruption of the cell membrane with transient suction. 21 The cells were paced at a BCL of 500 msec in the current-clamp mode with a stimulus duration of 2 msec and a stimulus intensity that provided for 1:1 pacing, using an Axoclamp 2A dual amplifier system (Axon Instruments, Inc., Foster City, Calif.). 
Results
Theoretical Results
We first present (Figure 1 ) some responses of an isolated BR ventricular cell model to a sudden change in BCL. In the model system we use, the parameters at time zero already are adjusted to the values reached 1 second after a long train of stimulations at 1 Hz. Thus, the model system is in a state that presumes this BCL has been present, and the system is in a steady state. The protocol used for the simulations shown in Figure 1 was to give one stimulus at time zero and a second at 1 second. These two stimuli then are followed by a train of stimuli at a BCL of either 300 or 250 msec. In the upper panel of Figure 1 (BCL 1,000-300 msec), the first stimulus at the shorter cycle length fails to excite the cell. However, the successive occurrences of stimuli at BCL 300 msec lead to an alternating pattern (short APD-long APD) of 1:1 excitation, which then resolves over time into a stable 1:1 pattern. In contrast, the results for a transition from BCL 1,000 to BCL 250 are shown in the lower panel of Figure 1 . In this case, the first stimulus also fails at the shorter cycle length. The second stimulus at the shorter cycle length succeeds, but the third stimulus fails, leading to a stable pattern of 2: 1 activation. From these and other simulations (not shown), we showed that for an abrupt change in BCL, the BR model will not allow 1:1 activation for a single isopotential region if the change in BCL is from the standard value of 1,000 msec to some value less than or equal to about 250 msec.
Our coupled system model consists of two cells, each of which is numerically represented by a BR model system. Each cell is assumed to consist of a membrane area of 2.75 produce an action potential in cell 1. This is due to the combined effects of shortening of APD from the premature excitation of the previous stimulus (action potential interval of 400 msec compared with the standard 1,000 msec) and the shortening of APD produced by the electrotonic influence of cell 2. Cell 1 now displays an alternans pattern of 1:1 responses throughout the rest of the train of stimuli at the 200-msec interval. The alternans pattern of action potentials in cell 1 also is shown in the alternating durations of the passive responses in cell 2. In terms of the number of action potentials generated, it is clear that cell 2, without any action potential generation, is exerting a positive effect on cell 1 through shortening of the APD (and thus the refractory period) of cell 1. As we continue to decrease RC, however, the interactions between cell 1 and cell 2 become more complex. Figure 4 shows results for an RC of 83 Mfl.
At this R, value, there is successful conduction of the action potential from cell 1 to cell 2 for the first two stimuli at a 1,000-msec interval. In contrast to Figure load of cell 2 does not occur for these two stimuli, because cell 2 now has an action potential in response to these stimuli to cell 1. The first stimulus with a 200-msec interval (labeled number 1 in the figure) fails to excite cell 1. The second and third stimuli at the 200-msec interval do produce action potentials in cell 1, but these action potentials are attenuated to passive responses in cell 2. The fourth stimulus with a 200-msec interval produces an action potential in cell 1, and this action potential does successfully propagate into cell 2. This action potential in cell 2 now exerts a significant effect of the action potential of cell 1, greatly increasing the APD. This effect causes the fifth stimulus at the 200-msec interval to fail to activate cell 1. As this process repeats, a periodicity develops with a repeating pattern every four stimuli such that, for every four stimuli there are three action potentials in cell 1 and one action potential in cell 2. Note that the patterns in cells 1 and 2 are complementary. Every success in cell 2 is followed by a failure in cell 1 Figure 6 . Comparing the middle and bottom panels of Figure 6 , we see that the R, value that Figure 7 . For two cells physically coupled as shown in the left panel of Figure 7 , there is an intercellular resistance R (ohms) and a time-varying membrane potential for cell 1 and cell 2 (Vi and V2 [volts] , respectively), and at every instant in time a current (Vi -V2)/R (amperes) leaves cell 1 and enters cell 2 through gap junctions between the two cells. We have produced this same effect for two cells that are not physically coupled to one another by the circuit shown in the right panel of Figure 7 . A dual preamplifier in the current-clamp mode records the membrane potential (Vi and V2) of each cell. Two additional amplifiers shown at the top of the diagram take the difference of the two membrane voltages and use an effective gain of 1/R (siemens) such that the voltage-to-current convertors continuously supply (V1-V2)/R (amperes) to cell 2 and (V2-V1)/R (amperes) to cell 1. The net result is that the circuit supplies the currents that would have been present had the cells actually been physically connected to one another with a can make individual determinations of the intrinsic characteristics of the cells. In analogy with the concepts of "voltage"-clamp or "current"-clamp circuits, this circuit could be thought of as a "coupling" clamp, because current is supplied dynamically to each cell to produce the effect of some desired value of Rc.
In the present study, an RC circuit has been substituted for cell 2 and connected to the second headstage of the dual preamplifier. For our passive RC circuit, we used typical values of membrane input resistance (20 Mfl) and input capacitance (80 pF) as had been measured in our isolated rabbit ventricular cells. Once we began recording from an isolated ventricular cell (cell 1), we gave the passive circuit (cell 2) an offset voltage that was equal to the resting membrane potential of cell 1 so that there was no current flow during the resting state. A recording of with each other when they are electrically coupled with a variable coupling resistance. See "Experimental Results" for discussion. I, current; Vi, V2, membrane potential for cell 1 and cell 2, respectively; R, coupling resistance; RC, resistance and capacitance circuit. the action potentials from an isolated rabbit ventricular cell and from the passive circuit is shown in Figure 8 with all stimuli applied to cell 1. The input resistance for cell 1 in Figure 8 We then varied the RC value for this same cell, as is shown in Figure 9 . One can see the effect on the action potential of cell 1 with decreasing R, values between cell 1 and the RC model. These results over a range of R, are summarized in Figure 10 for the cell shown in Figures 8 and 9 . We then wanted to see the response of our isolated ventricular cell to a sudden change in the pacing frequency as we had observed in the mathematical simulations. Using the same cell shown in Figures  8-10 , we paced cell 1 at a BCL of 500 msec and then abruptly changed the BCL to 150 msec. In the top panel of Figure 11 , the last two action potentials of cell 1 being paced at BCL 500 msec are shown before the BCL is changed to 150 msec. The first stimulus at the shorter cycle length produces a failure in cell 1. The second stimulus at the shorter cycle length succeeds, but the third stimulus fails, leading to a stable activation pattern of 2: 1. If we couple cell 1 to the RC model, an entirely different response to an abrupt change in pacing frequency can be observed. This time, cell 1 has been coupled to the RC model with an effective Rc of 500 MQ. In the bottom panel of Figure 11 , again we see the last two action potentials of cell 1 while being paced at a BCL of 500 msec. One can note the shortening in APD that has occurred just from cell 1 being coupled to the RC circuit. This time when the BCL is suddenly shortened to 150 msec for cell 1, the stimulus is successful in producing an action potential in cell 1. In fact, every stimulus at BCL 150 produces an action potential. The ability to produce a RC that lead to a phenomena of slow, irregular action potential conduction and "fractionated" activity as was observed with extracellular recordings.5 We recently presented evidence6 that after 24 hours of ischemia, the ventricular subendocardium no longer behaved as a nearly homogeneous electrical syncytium but had developed a spatial pattern of small "islands" of excitable tissue that are interconnected by high R. The electrical behavior we observed had the interesting characteristic that for low-frequency stimulation, the adjacent cell groups had nearly synchronous activity, but as the stimulation frequency was increased, these same groups of cells had highly asynchronous activity, with the activity pattern (number of stimuli to number of action potentials) being different for the different cell groups. This phenomenon is fundamentally different from previously studied phenomena characterized as two coupled spontaneously pacing cells or "oscillators"7 or as an oscillator coupled to a quiescent region.8 For the phenomenon we observed in ischemic tissue between adjacent cell groups, neither of the cell groups was intrinsically automatic. Activity arises in one group from a propagating action potential acting as the stimulus, and then the activity must propagate to the adjacent group of cells across the intergroup Rc.
For our simulations, we used the membrane model of Beeler and Reuter19 for a single heart cell ( Figure  1 ) or for each of the two coupled heart cells ( Figures  2-6 ). We showed that for an abrupt increase in the pacing frequency from BCL 1,000 to or less than 250 Rc of 55-83 MQ, we observed a variety of excitation patterns. Over this range, each action potential in cell 1 propagated to cell 2 when the BCL was 1,000 msec. However, when the BCL was reduced to 200 msec, a periodic pattern of action potential successes and failures developed in both cells. The resulting patterns were not random, but consisted of a progressive decline in the percent of successful activations of cell 1 and a complementary increase in the percent of successful activations of cell 2 as Rc decreased from 83 to 64 MQi. As RC was decreased further to less than 64 MQ, every successful activation of cell 1 was matched by a successful activation of cell 2, with each cell now exhibiting the same electrical response (1:1 activation at BCL 1,000; 2: 1 activation at BCL 200 msec) as the single uncoupled isolated cell. Figure 6 summarized these effects of RK and also showed how these effects depended on the frequency of stimulation and the relative sizes of the two cells.
Previous from an electrical load that first enables a tachycardia (by shortening the APD of cell 1) and then periodically disables the tachycardia after each successful activation of cell 2, because a successful activation of cell 2 temporarily removes the electrical load of cell 2 on cell 1.
The BR model is not a quantitatively correct solution for any heart cell. We previously have used isolated rabbit ventricular cells27,28 to study the electrical properties of isolated heart cells. Rather than trying to adapt the BR model to quantitatively represent rabbit ventricular cells, we have presented here a technique to artificially provide electrical coupling between two isolated cells to study the general phenomenon of how R, affects the APD, APA, current threshold, and the response to rapid stimulation. For the present experiments, we have simplified the experimental design by coupling a real ventricular cell to an RC circuit that approximates the input resistance and capacitance of a rabbit ventricular cell. Because we are experimentally studying the R, range greater than 100 MQ1, the use of a passive "cell 2" is a reasonable choice, because the actual depolarization achieved in cell 2 is below that which would have produced an active response in an isolated cell. Our experimental results have confirmed the simulated phenomenon of an electrotonic load reducing the APD of cell 1 in a progressive manner (Figure 9 ). The APD of the isolated ventricular cell is extremely sensitive to this electrical load, with a 50% APD shortening with an R, of 1,000 MQ1.
However, the APA and current threshold were affected less than 15% even when the lowest RC (100 MQ) was tested. The presence of this "virtual" load allowed the cell to respond with 1:1 activation at a frequency of stimulation that, with complete uncoupling, allowed only 2:1 activation to occur ( Figure   11 ). The coupling current for high R, has nearly the same waveform as the action potential of cell 1, because the RC model has very little depolarization. With a peak APA of 130 mV from rest, the peak coupling current with an R, of 1,000 MQ0 is only 130 pA, decreasing to about 100 pA during the plateau phase.
The large effect on the APD of this small coupling current is actually quite reasonable. Just after the initial spike and early partial repolarization, the cell is depolarized about 100 mV from rest. For a cell with 100 pF capacitance, a charge of Q=CV=(10`l°F) (0.1V)=10-11 coulombs must exit the cell for repolarization to occur. For a normal APD of 200 msec, the average intrinsic outward current must then be 10`l C/0.2 sec=50 pA. If the coupling current for R,= 1,000
Mfl (approximately 100 pA) is added to this intrinsic average outward current, then the predicted APD would become 10-11 C/150 pA=67 msec, a decrease in APD of more than 50%. The small size of the required current to induce significant APD shortening also is of importance in regard to the effects of potassium channels that are activated at lowered ATP levels. 29 From estimates of 30 pS conductance of these channels in normal [K]10, with several thousand available channels in each cell,30 the required current of only 100 pA would require the average opening of only 30-40 of these channels to reduce the APD by 50%, assuming an average plateau potential of 0 mV and a reversal potential for K' of -100 mV.
